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INTRODUCTION
In recent years we have noticed that the terms ‘millennial’ and ‘youth traveller’ have increasingly been
used interchangeably. Indeed, they are now seen as synonymous for both marketing and product planning.
This is not unique to the youth sector but is in fact true for all generations. Gen Xers/80s children are seen
as the ‘family market’.
But we are going to need to rethink these heuristics (shorthand definitions). Over the next five years we
will witness a definitive changing of the guard as the tectonic plates of generational cohorts and life stages
grind against one another.
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Generations vs. Life stages
It is important to define what we mean by them. Confusion lies at the heart of the challenge.
The concept of a life stage is relatively easy to understand. All individuals pass through different life stages from
babies, to young children, adolescents and young adults, through to middle age, old age and so on. We can also
define these by issues through having a family at home, young families vs. older families, empty nesters etc. So life
stages are common to individuals whenever and wherever they are born. So my need for family-friendly attractions
and experiences is going to relate very clearly to my life stage. If I am an empty nester (someone whose children have
grown up and left home) then, unless I am travelling with grandchildren, my holiday choice may be very much around
avoiding children. In contrast, a young mother with children is very much going to be looking hard to find the family
friendly experience.

Generational cohorts

(or generations) relate to a very specific timeframe in history. It is based on a
theory that life experiences, particularly changed shifts in culture or technology, influence our choices and behaviour
in later life. Precise dates are often hard to pin down, so generally our advice is to look on average at behaviour and
aspirations rather than worry
The tradition of looking at generations in this way has mostly been seen through the center of mature
(mostly Western) economies. In these markets, a typical breakdown of the key generations would be like that in the
chart below¹ .

¹ Barclays UK, sourced from http://somethingbig.co.uk/marketing-to-generation-z/)
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An overview of the working generations

*Percentages are approximate at the time for publication
Confusingly, there are often alternative names for these generations.

Name used above

Alternate names

Maturists

The Silent Generation, The Greatest Generation, The Lucky
Generation, Traditionalists

Generation Y
Generation Z

Millennials
Centennials

However, the concept is increasingly widely used in emerging or fast expanding markets (such as in Asia or Latin
America) like this breakdown for China² as fast changing economies and technology changes like the internet impact
upon these markets at the same rate as in the West.

² Jens Thraenhart, Managing Director, Dragon Trail article published by UNWTO and
WYSE Travel Confederation report, The Power of Youth Travel
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Source: Dragon Trails/UNWTO/WYSE
It is often assumed that the differences are very wide between Western and emerging market generational cohorts.
Tamara J Erickson, one of the world’s leading thinkers on inter-generational management practices, conducted a
multi-country analysis of this in 2011³ . (Note that at the time of writing Generation Z was not prominent). She noted
two areas of confluence which we have also observed in looking at travellers.
•
•

Those who lived through World War II or the rebuilding of its immediate aftermath
That for new generational cohorts there is much greater convergence in needs, aspirations and desires.
Young Chinese travellers share as much in common with their Western counterparts as they do with their
parents’ needs in travelling

This confluence can be seen in her summary of the generations below and in her whitepaper⁴

³ https://hbr.org/2011/04/generations-around-the-globe-1/
⁴ Generations and Geography Understanding the Diversity of Generations around the Globe by Tamara J. Erickson
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KEY CHARACTERISTIC OF EACH GENERATION
IN EIGHT MAJOR COUNTRIES

© 2012 Tammy Erickson Associates
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The seismic shift – Generation meets Life stage
There is a significant shift underway that is affecting the life stage in which each generational cohort sits. This
is probably the first time so many generational cohorts have shifted to a new life stage in such close proximity
to one another. It creates both opportunities and challenges for tourism businesses, especially those who have
targeted specific generations: do they change with their audience or do they focus on the next generation?
One opportunity is the size of the travel market right now.
Currently, there are five generational cohorts of travellers to
target – this is unprecedented.
At the upper end, those born before World War II are continuing
to travel into their 80s. Many of these travellers are now more
likely to taking organised tours. But we should not assume that
this age group is solely about trading down.
Peopleforbikes.org⁵ quotes the US Household Travel Survey
which shows that growth rates and incidence of recreational
cycling are growing amongst the over 70s. Indeed, this group
has the fastest rate of growth in such recreational cycling.

Source: US Household Travel Survey
This desire for activity and adventure applies even where there are physical limitations. This trend, and the entry
of the Baby Boomer cohort into their 70s, is also driving a global drive for more inclusive (accessible) tourism. This
is increasingly less about compliance (such as wheelchair accessible bathrooms) and more about experiences and
activities. As the generation which changed so much else, Baby Boomers are continuing to drive this trend towards
truly inclusive experiences. In Australia, for example, a simple matting is being added to many beaches which means
that wheelchair users can directly enter the sea: enjoying one of the country’s most iconic experiences⁶ whilst in the
UK, destinations are specifically targeting this audience as the website for the New Forest⁷ below shows.

⁵ http://www.peopleforbikes.org/blog/entry/bike-use-is-rising-among-the-young-but-it-is-skyrocketing-among-the-old
⁶ Example quoted by The Hon John Ajaka MLC, Minister for Ageing, Disability Services and Multiculturalism at the LGA NSW Conference 2017
⁷ http://www.thenewforest.co.uk/information/accessible-new-forest.aspx
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The upper end of the Baby Boomer is also significant because it offers a combination that should entice all destination
and tourism marketers: it is large, affluent and time rich. They will continue to expect the world to change around
them and embrace it when it does. What they will not put up with is stereotyping or out of date images.
They will want to see themselves as they feel, not as we see them (as shown below ⁸). Marketers who fail to appreciate
this will be punished.

8

Bronwyn White, Accessible Travel A World of Opportunity, LGA NSW Conference 2017
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We have also seen a split in this cohort with the emergence of a group known as Generation Jones⁹. This is where
the expectations and optimistic outlook of the Baby Boomers meet the commercial realities and shift to Generation
X. These two groups are increasingly the Empty Nesters or the parents of older children. But they face a challenge
known as the ‘sandwich’ generation. With fewer children owning their own homes and their parents age, they will
have responsibilities in both directions. This is one of many factors driving the growth in multi-generational travel
alongside greater female workforce participation and another feature of the generational cohorts - a greater desire
to spend time with their family at all ages.

Millennials (China’s 80s kids) are also making one of life’s most important shifts. This generational cohort (almost
as large as the Baby Boomers globally) is now entering its 30s. Millennials are no longer youths. They are becoming
parents in ever increasing numbers. The debate is running hot as to whether they will change or whether they will
focus upon authenticity, authorship and autonomy10. There are signs that they are adapting11 where necessary, but
only on the things they care less about. For example, they have always been more inclined to eat out regularly and
the evidence is that this is continuing. This is fuelling a rise in restaurants that cater to their desire for authentic and
healthy food but that may also be with families12.
As travel is one of their key aspirations, they will continue to travel – and they will be looking for the industry to
develop family travel experiences to meet their needs. Travel companies and the hospitality sector are responding. For
example, small group tour company Intrepid has a dedicated suite of family holidays13 which captures this mindset.

Identified by Johnathan Pontell, http://www.generationjones.com/
Millennials and the Future of Tourism. The Futures Company/Visit Florida Presentation to the 2015 Travel and Tourism Research Association
International Conference
11
See for example http://time.com/4070021/millennial-parents-raising-kids-poll/ or
http://www.forbes.com/sites/onmarketing/2013/11/11/millennials-as-parents-five-myths-and-one-simple-truth/#124d5e3a42ef
12
http://www.millennialmarketing.com/2015/06/three-steps-to-increase-appeal-to-millennials-and-their-kids-when-dining-out/
13
http://www.intrepidtravel.com/au/theme/family
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Similarly, Mr and Mrs Smith now have a dedicated page for luxury hotel experiences for families.
And finally, our new kids on the block: Generation Z/90s kids. This generation will increasingly form our Youth Market.
Whilst they share some characteristics with their Millennial predecessors, they are also very different. This group literally cannot remember a time without the smartphone. Their expectation is that all interactions both online and offline
will be smooth, quick and easy. Their attention span is for Snapchat. Whereas Millennials sought constant feedback,
they seek constant dialogue. Think Instant Messaging (WeChat, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger and Kik).
Even more than Millennials they feel a sense of responsibility for the planet and a strong sense of ethics. They will
expect to understand what you stand for and how you do things. Growing up for many will not mean leaving home
because they will be sharing ideas for holidays with their parents as well as their peers.

This change affects us as managers, not just marketers
So far we have considered the impact of the changing of the generational guard as a marketing and product challenge.
But of course, these different attitudes will change the way staff are recruited and managed.
In many economies we are seeing an aging population but one where skills and capacities are greater than before
(the average mental capacity of today’s 70 year olds matches that of 50 year olds in the 1980s.). So we need to adapt
our understanding of the roles of older workers.
We also need to rethink how career paths in our industry will change when we have to manage both for the growth in
older workers reporting to younger managers and for generations that have grown up with the idea of the portfolio
career (if not the portfolio life).
We also have to manage appraisal and reward systems for the habits of Millennial managers. Many large corporations
outside travel are dropping the annual or quarterly performance review in favour of shorter, more frequent reviews.
This reflects the ‘hyper parenting’ world in which Millennials grew up.
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The rise of the Ageless Millennial
Another key change to understand is the blurring of the boundaries between generations. The recognition that
generational cohorts may not be 100percentage predictive of holiday choice has been growing for a long time. Many
destinations now look at their target audiences through a psychographic or needs-based profiling rather than by
demographics. Destination Canada’s EQ™ profiles are a well-established trademark.
Hotels in particular are recognising the growth of the Ageless Millennial: travellers that share the tastes and preferences of Millennials regardless of age14. New, more individualistic hotels (art hotels, brands such as Moxy or Indigo)
are examples of products targeted at this mindset.

Unsettling, yet exciting times
Such a seismic shift is likely to present challenges for many in travel and tourism. However, the size of the overall
opportunity and diversity of audiences it creates is also a profoundly exciting one. By understanding and preparing
for these changes, we may be resilient and thrive.

14
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http://www.traveller.com.au/the-wow-factor-how-hotels-are-wooing-guests-in-the-age-of-airbnb-gqde5k
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About MyTravelResearch.com
MyTravelResearch.com is a tourism research and marketing agency that makes your (business) life easy headed by
global tourism researchers and strategists Bronwyn White and Carolyn Childs. They started the company because
they saw that tourism businesses and destinations were often confused or overwhelmed by research and struggled
to apply it to their businesses.
MyTravelResearch.com provides custom research, strategy and marketing consulting – andpeople love it. But through
the pioneering trends reporting membership approach andcrowd-sourced Insights to Action products like the Visiting Friends and Relatives Research,they provide cost effective, ‘always on’ insight and marketing advice to support
your business.
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